
At the recent LGAQ Annual Conference held in Cairns we sat down with some local 
government greats and asked them about their experience in local government, 
what it takes to be a good leader and what life experience lends itself to a career in 
local government.  
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It is quite rewarding 
when you get into it; you 
realise you can make 
a difference at a local 
government level ...

“You’ve got to have a passion for your 
community. There’s a lot of people out 
there with a lot of passion and they really 
need to step up to the plate, instead of 
writing letters to the editor, complaining 
about all the issues in the community, it’s 
the perfect opportunity to put your hand 
up and step up and become a councilor. 
It is quite rewarding when you get into it; 
you realise you can make a difference at 
a local government level where you are 
immediately close to the people.”

“I don’t think there’s any better feeling than 
representing your community. In particular 
for me, we had a natural disaster, Tropical 
Cyclone Debbie in 2017, and guiding my 
community through that, keeping everybody 
safe and being part of the rebuilding 
process. Then we’re going to build the whole 
of the Whitsundays bigger and better than 
ever—I feel so happy about that” 

“I’m a tomato farmer by trade; I used to 
run a fairly reasonably sized business—so 
I used to communicate with everyone from 
a French backpacker in the morning to 

potentially dealing with the CEO of Coles in 
the afternoon. So that has sort of set me up 
for being able to talk to everybody. I don’t 
care if anyone is a billionaire or Billy big 
ears—I look after everybody the same.”

“I think the most important part of being a 
leader is just being fair. I encourage all my 
councilors—just call it as it comes across 
the desk; if whatever is on the desk is a good 
thing for the community, good thing for the 
people, for the whole of the Whitsundays—
then support it, if it’s not—knock it back 
without fear or favour.”

Councillor Terry James – Cairns 
Regional Council

Mayor Andrew Wilcox – Whitsunday Regional Council
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“The remuneration for outer regional 
councils—or level 1 councils like ours—
doesn’t equate to a full-time job for a lot 
of people. For some people, absolutely it 
will be a full time equivalent ... there is no 
stipulation on how many hours councilors 
have to work for that remuneration, so you 
have to be very self-directed in order to 
represent your community. I treat the Mayor 
job as a full-time job—I think all Mayors 
need to treat it as a full-time job—I think 
all councilors really need to have a good 
think about whether they’re going to treat 
it as a full-time job. And if it’s a part time 
job, understanding that there’s nights and 
weekends and you don’t get TOIL (Time Off In 
Lieu) and you don’t get public holidays ... so 
it’s a big commitment and probably one that 
your whole family needs to make with you.”

“Our council is a small- to medium-sized 
council and we still run with a $60 million 
budget a year. It’s the mayors and councilors 
that sit down and work out this budget. So 
unless you understand P and L (Profits 
and Losses) and balance sheets and 
organisational structure and those kind 
of things it can be pretty hard. I’m a big 
advocate that ideally you need to have those 
skills to run for council too, or be interested 
in getting those skills to because there’s 
hundreds and hundreds of pages of financial 
information that you’ll be presented with 
and at the end being asked to make some 
good decisions with that information.” 

“I think people are looking for leaders that 
just tell them how it is. I think there has to 
be more truth in leadership.” 

“I was one of those squeaky complaining 
people and someone made the comment 
‘why don’t you stand for election and  
make a difference instead of just 
complaining?” We’re very fortunate; we 
operate a family business. It has helped 
raise a number of families, we’re fifth and 
sixth generation so it’s giving back to that 
community that allowed our family to build 
businesses up and go forward. It’s about 
giving that commitment and appreciation 
for that community.“

“When you make that commitment you 
don’t just attend your local council meeting 
once a month, there’s a fair commitment 
… the role now of local government has 

changed, its more than just roads, rates 
and rubbish. Councils are now working 
more collaboratively with a number of other 
councils: your roads groups, your water 
groups, there’s all those things.”

“You’ve sort of got to find out how you 
operate yourself first—and give respect 
to everyone else’s opinion. I work on the 
theory if you listen you’re learning, if you’re 
talking all you’re doing is telling people 
what you already know. Just because you 
disagree with someone ... you still have to 
hold respect because that is their opinion. 
If you can hold that respect for that person 
you will take your community forward.”

“If I had time over again, despite 34 years 
in public life, I wouldn’t replace it. It was 
an experience that allowed me to serve 
the community but also allowed me to get 
engaged in some wonderful experiences, 
which in normal life I would never have had 
the opportunity to experience. I think the 
important thing is though, to understand 
that we are there for one fundamental 
reason, and that is to serve. If you go into 
this with any other attitude other than 
that, you’ll get disappointed, you’ll become 
discontent and you won’t achieve out of local 
government what you should.”

“I think there are three key ingredients—
patience, persistence and perseverance. 
I think you need all of those in droves. You 

know, you’re there for the long game, you’re 
not necessarily going to achieve things 
overnight, but that doesn’t mean to say you 
give up. If you have a vision, you think that 
vision is right, and worth fighting for, then 
continue on with it. But I think also, you need 
to respect the fact that there are many views 
out there in the community. There’ll be 
many views among your fellow councilors, 
and you don’t have to agree with those, but 
you always must respect them. And I think 
that is the key—we have to value that part 
of the vibrant democracy in which we live is 
the debate around those differences, those 
different points of view, then accepting the 
majority view at the end.”

Mayor Rick Britton – Boulia Shire Council

Graham Quirk – Former Brisbane City Council Mayor

Mayor Rachel Chambers – North Burnett Regional Council
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